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The jewel in the gaming crown – Speedlink’s
RETICOS RGB mouse conjures up a mousepad
light show
Weertzen, 5 March 2019: The gaming accessories specialist
Speedlink launches the RETICOS – a spectacular RGB gaming
mouse with a stunning diamond line design.
Glowing veins criss-cross the mysterious black shape like the edges of
a sparkling jewel, while the mysterious pulsating light at its core
illuminates the distinctive wedge shape. But don’t worry! It just wants to
play. The RETICOS’ distinctive shape and stunning diamond line
design make this RGB mouse the jewel of any mousepad. Download
the software and have the mouse illuminate in 16.7 million different
colours, including a range of effects. The RETICOS doesn’t only have
jaw-dropping looks – it’s also packed with cutting-edge technology. Its
six ergonomically placed, easy access buttons are a breeze to remap or
assign macros to – such as for casting primary spells or unleashing
primary skills with deadly accuracy. Every movement of the mouse is
also captured with pin-point accuracy thanks to the high-end Pixart
3325 gaming sensor which boasts a resolution of up to 10,000dpi.
“We develop products for really different target groups, and we know
that gamers in particular have the guts to go for far out, eye-catching
designs. This is why we went for the innovative, space-age diamond
line design for the RETICOS – a decision that is also new for us,”
explained Rainer Nawratil, Director of Product Management, PR &
Marketing at Speedlink. “In terms of tech, with the RETICOS we’re
building on the experiences gained from our existing tried-and-tested
gaming lineup and offering unparalleled performance once again.”
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RETICOS RGB Gaming Mouse


Article number: SL-680011-BK



USB gaming mouse with RGB lighting



6 ergonomically placed programmable buttons incl. DPI switch



Stunning diamond line design



Striking shape



Light effects with 16.7 million colour options



Colours, macros and buttons all software customisable



High-end 5,000 dpi (up to 10,000 dpi interpolated) Pixart 3325
gaming sensor



1,000 Hz polling rate



Rubber coating for maximum grip



Smooth, frictionless glide pads



Sheathed cable



Connection: USB-A



Dimensions: 128 × 72 × 40 mm (L × W × H)



Cable length: 1.8 m



Weight: 100 g



RRP: €39.99

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of office &
entertainment peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very
successfully in the PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The
product portfolio of its own brand Speedlink® includes sound systems, headsets,
mice, mousepads, keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories.
Speedlink® products feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with
design excellence and outstanding functionality. Through Speedlink®, Jöllenbeck is
represented in over 40 countries. Get in touch at any time if you have any questions,
require additional information, want to request an interview, or want us to send you
products for testing. If you publish anything, we’d really appreciate a courtesy copy.
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